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The Meaning of Life
by Hassan M. Ghandchi

The"crisis of meaning"is thebuzzwordof our
times. One can hear it in every corner of our
society; people feel meaningless in life! It is like
being empty and'tseless. " No go al, no reason for
living as though one is serving a jail term on this
planet. It is not a rare occurrence among the
psychologically disturbed or during occasional
moments of one's life. Today, surprisingly, it has
become achronic epidemic among alargeportion
of the population.

In fact, the periods of meaningful feelings
havebecomefewer and farbetween from one love
affair to the next, from one project to the next.
Between jobs, between love relationships, after
retkement, etc., the problem is at its peak. Some-
times, this crisis becomes so intense for some, that
they may commit suicide or may "sell" their souls
to someone else to facilitate the suicide; as demon-
strated by the hard-to-forget Jonestown mass sui-
cide. This phenomenon seems to have become
more widespread ever since the dawn of thgscien-
tific revolution three centuries ago. Some authors
such as Morris B erman in his The Re-enchanffnent
of the World report that prior to the scientific
revolution, in the Middle Ages, the belief in the
Divine Purpose, which was sharedby the society,
made every action meaningful within a cosmic
picture. Thus, the meaning of life for medieval
individual supported ethics and morality.

The decline of religion and the abandonment
of the belief in such grand designs transformed the
meaning of life to the meaning of this and that
event in life. Thus, in Berman's opinion the only
way society can regain a general meaning is to
develop aparticipatory approach to knowledge in
contrast to the detached Cartesian dichotomous
outlook. That is, to replace Deicartes' separation
of the obser.ver and fie observed with a world
outlook that would regard the observer as part of
the observed rvorld or vice versa.

New Age Music is not just a new form of entertainment. It can be used to enhance the quality
of our lives in many other ways. Using this music in sports, education, creative arts, ar\d even
childbirth indicates the wide range of its potential. Many people have been introduced to only
one style of this music and thus envision only a limited perspective for its possible applications.
To the ones who are aware of New Age relaxation pieces; oftentimes, the works that are
conductive to creative activities are not known. In the following table I have listed a variety of
settings and have recalled some works of New Age Music that my customers have found useful.
I think expanding our nepertoire of music to deal with different moods will enhance our life.
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. Aerobics- Mike Rowland'sEairy Ring
. Bockgommon/Chess - Steve Roach's Quiet Music
. Beoch - Jim Chappell'sTeniler Ritual
. Doncing - David Arkenstone's Valley in the Clouils
. lceskoling Rinks - Peter Buffet's The Waiting
. Morliol Arls - Carlos Nakai's Earthspiit
. Morning Exercises - Yanni's Keys to Imagination
. Spo - Aeoliah's Majesty
. Yogo - La SalvialShelstad's To Body I Soul (Guided)
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ZEN MEDITATION
by Little Rock (JackLi)

Not too long ago, I was at a gathering and
there were quite a few people engaged in a
conversation on the subject of meditation.
Therewas a debate ontheprosand cons ofthe
subject. Although the discussions were very
interesting, to my amazement, there were
only one or two people actually practicing
meditation in their daily life. It is curious that
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A{gous Lecture Series

The third Wednesdoy of every
month we sponsor lectures, or
concerts nextdoorto Novo Books
& Music from 6:00 to 10:00 p.m,

Flyers ore ovoiloble of the store
two months in odvonce. Portici-
potion is by reservotion only.
Pleose moke reservotions of leost
two weeks prior to the progrom
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